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The bow and arrow were invented at least
60,000 to 70,000 years ago and for 99% of
that time children learned archery the same
way they learned everything else: by doing.
At first a child probably played at archery
using a found bent stick. Later, they might
have been given a purpose–built youth bow
(short in length with a weak draw pull)
made from basic materials or from a broken
adult bow, cut down. Arrows were probably
also “hand me downs” and if a child showed
enough promise with the bow and arrow,
they might be invited to join the hunter’s
circle and begin the arduous task of working
their way up from the least desirable tasks.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the way of the bow.
Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast knowledge of how youths were
taught during this period, both then and now, starting in his native England, expanding
to the rest of the U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is charming, too. Fully illustrated.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
The Best Job in the World . . .
I look at this job, editing
Archery Focus, as one of the best
jobs in the world of archery. I get
to rub elbows with many quite
outstanding people.
For example, I recently re-connected with Mike Gerard (see his
article in the last issue). I also
heard from my former publisher,
Human Kinetics, that they would
like a book done on archery drills.
I am a bit swamped at the moment
but such a book has been high on
my list of needs in the archery literature, for both archers and
coaches, so I tried to think of a way
I could wedge it in and I came up
with the idea of doing the book
with Mike as my wingman. He is
accomplished (very much so) in
both the recurve and compound
worlds and he is a good writer. To
make a long story short, he liked
the idea and we just heard back
from HK that they are going ahead
with the project. Should be done
by the end of the year.
I also find myself with a great
many questions I do not know the
answers to (I know, hard to imagine, eh?) and since I now have a
relationship with Hugh Soar, I
send off my archery history questions to him and we have some
interesting exchanges. This practice resulted in the article in this
issue in which Hugh answers some
common questions brought up
about our longbow tradition.
Recently, I have come up
against a problem I have not
encountered often in my almost

twenty years at this desk. For the
last three or so issues, we have had
more material than we can fit into
an issue, which means I have to
shift authors from consideration
for this issue to the next. (I usually
guarantee the next to those shifted
out of guilt.) I am well acquainted
with the panic associated with not
having enough articles submitted
to make an issue. The sweat I have
generated over that problem would
fill bathtubs. So, currently we have
an embarrassment of riches . . .
which I do not hesitate to say, is
good for you, dear readers.
One of the things we pride
ourselves on is finding new voices
for you to hear. This issue has
another offering from Sarah Toth,
a serious coach of youngsters (and
others) but she is not really new
(this is here third piece if memory
serves). We have a do completely
new author in the form of Nick
Kershaw who I roped into writing
for you based upon an Internet
exchange (on my coaching blog,
www.archerycoach.wordpress.com).
He writes on common issue at
local competitions that coaches
need to be prepared to deal with.
While not new to AF he is
back to AF and that is James Park
from Australia. He is the only one
I know with a Ph.D. (in
Engineering) whose thesis was
based on archery. He is answering
a question I had on something he
said in one of his books (one we
are putting back into print, so you

can find it). His topic is the physiology of shoulder positions while
shooting. C’mon don’t tell me you
don’t enjoy reading technique articles that make your eyes water!
Tom Dorigatti has had a
rather bad string of luck lately
(better than no luck at all?) and in
telling me about his latest, his eye
problems, I was thunderstruck.
Here’s a guy who could beat me on
a field range shooting with both
eyes closed and he has had significant vision problems since he was a
boy. It turns out that his condition
is now correctable and I wondered
how many of you have physical situations like this that are blocking
you from fully participating in the
sport you love. I leaned on Tom to
write about this experience in the
hope that it will encourage many
of you to have any physical issue
you are dealing with checked out
to see if it can be corrected. Realize
the guy had an eye operation and
had trouble seeing as he was recovering and there I am telling him
“You have to write about this!”
And he did. Tom is a warrior!
Bob Ryder has a piece in this
issue and Simon and I finish up
Getting to 600 (650 is next!). We
also review Lanny Bassham’s latest
book Parenting Champions, a book
we think you will benefit from if
you are an archery parent, a coach,
or heck, an archer!
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1993, with some “off” years during college and
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Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
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Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
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Dr James Park joined the local archery club
in 1960 at age 10 and has been an archer ever
since. For the first 30 years he used a recurve
bow and after that has regularly competed
with both recurve and compound bows. He
has been Australian champion with both and
has competed internationally with both. He
now fits into the category of “dangerous older
archer” and occasionally manages to beat the
younger archers. He coached his first world
championship medallist in 1979 and his first
Olympian in 1980. He has coached many
members of Australian teams since and regularly travels as coach to major international
events. He has had a long standing interest in
archery technology and technique. His Ph.D.
thesis covered arrow dynamic behaviour during the bow’s power stroke and then in free
flight. He has over 20 publications in major
engineering journals, covering various aspects
of our sport.

Nick Kershaw says “I started shooting, really,
as soon as I was able to put bailing string on a
garden cane. After that it was some years
before I picked up a proper English longbow
and became good enough to “ progress “ to a one
piece recurve bow. This was back in the late
1970’s and I only shot for a couple of years but
did represent the Royal Air Force against the
Army. It wasn’t until after I left the Royal Air
Force that I again picked up a bow and then
became interested in taking a Level 1 coaching
course. Two years later I took my Level 2 and
since then I have been a coach to many archers
and done a few different courses on various
topics related to archery. Currently I am taking
an Open University Course Health, Sports &
Psychology.”
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My Long History of
Vision Correction
by Tom Dorigatti
Note It is my hope that my story will help many of you
who have similar problems that affect your enjoyment
of archery. Tom
If you have been reading my articles, you probably
already know that I have been working on a longterm project, my so-named “Autobowography” for
quite some time. It has turned out to be a very, very
complicated subject to tackle due to the shear volume
of contraptions that have come down the pike over
the course of the past 50+ years since I started in
archery. So, I have run across “writer’s block” several
times as I try to pare down what to include in the
book and try to decide whether to split it off into two
volumes or not. My last article dealt with Hinge
releases (alias “Back Tension” releases) that came out
in the early 1970’s. They sparked quite the stir in
archery back then, and now
once again, they have
gained favor among archers
worldwide. The current
“hinges” aren’t anything
new, but I will say they are
somewhat improved. They
are more ergonomic, more
readily adjustable (and the
adjustments hold), and can
be easily shot off of a D-loop; unlike their predecessors from the 1970’s through about 2005 or so.
Alas, I have been stricken with another “writer’s
block” so with the recommendation of your editor,
Steve Ruis, I have decided to deal with another aspect
of my personal experiences and what I think may well
be very important to many other archers who may not
be aware that a lot of their shooting problems may
well be related not to their form, setup, or optics, but
rather their eyes and what they are seeing as they try
to ascertain the target or their site pin/dot, or both!
This especially relates to those of us who are of the

older set, past age 50 or so. It is commonly believed
(and true) that you cannot hit what you cannot see. It
is also commonly accepted fact that as we age, our
vision does deteriorate. This can include anything
from visual acuity reductions, to cataracts, to retinal
tears, myopia, and even macular degeneration and
more. This article is going to come straight from the
heart and from my personal saga through the vision
problems I have had my entire life.
The Problem Comes to a Head
The problem really came to a head over the course of
the past year when things really turned ugly with
regard to my being able to acquire the target face
through the peep and through the scope! I mean to
tell you, things really turned south for me in a hurry.
So, readers, latch on to this, because it is fact. I fought
it for over 65 years and didn’t realize just how bad it
was going to get before
there wasn’t any alternative
left for me other than
surgery. I am hoping that it
will enlighten some of you
who may be having the
same or similar problems
and are blaming it on everything else, spending a fortune on new scopes, peep
sites, double vision blockers, new specially “cut” prescription shooting glasses, “cheater glasses,” power
peeps, and various powered lenses for their scopes,
only to find out it is their “peepers” that are the real
problem and may well be easily correctible without
spending a lot of cash on gadgetry that doesn’t work
one iota. How can I say this? Well, I’ve been there and
done that for over 50+ years and continued to do it
until there wasn’t any alternative left but to see an eye
specialist who took one look at my vision and isolated
the main problem in minutes! I am not going to go

“It is commonly believed (and
true) that you cannot hit what
you cannot see. It is also commonly accepted fact that as we
age, our vision does deteriorate.”
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into a dissertation concerning all the science and terminology. I am not a qualified optician, optometrist,
or ophthalmologist. I speak from what I was told in
the past, what I have experienced over my lifetime of
shooting and working with visually-cued sports and
how I recall this all started and how I went down the
wrong path. I will only cover some of the technical
terms as I understand them and how they have affected me during my lifetime. So put on your glasses, and
let’s step into the world of vision problems that many
of us likely haven’t acknowledged as a “problem.”
These can/do affect not only our archery, but our driving, our reading for enjoyment, watching television,
sports, or just trying to read
the labels on shelves at the
stores while we are shopping. Your very safety and
well being might be on the
line. My safety and well
being were on the line and
it prompted action on my
part and the request by Steve Ruis to do this article. I
literally had to be scared out of my wits before I finally wanted to get it checked and to do something
about the problem. I explain below.

requires prior experience of the world. It is interesting
that Helmholtz had these well-known assumptions,
based on visual experience such as:
• Light typically comes from above
• Objects are normally not viewed from below
• Faces are seen (and recognized) upright
• Closer objects can block the view of more distant
objects, but not vice versa
• Figures (i.e., foreground objects tend to have convex borders.
Visual illusions (cases when the inference process
goes wrong) have yielded much insight into what sort
of assumptions the visual
system makes. There are a
wide variety of visual illusions, but the three main
classes are physical (e.g. the
apparent bending of a stick
half immersed in water)
which deal with the physical environment), physiological, which arise in the
eye or the visual pathway (e.g. the motion aftereffect—where despite movement, the position remains
unchanged), and cognitive, which are the result of
unconscious inferences and are the most widely
known (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Visual_perception#Unconscious_inference).
So much for all this technical jargon and blather.
My surgeon confirmed to me that I have had this
affliction since early childhood, and it was probably
set by the time I was two or three years old, just as it
is in most people. He also relayed a story to me about
one of his many patients. This person was a “backseater” in an F-4 Phantom because in spite of his
visual acuity being 20/15 in both eyes and no apparent eye diseases, he could not qualify as a pilot because
this person had never developed proper depth perception. In other words, while he could see some things
that were clearly obvious from a perspective standpoint, he couldn’t comprehend or see things in a 3-D
perspective and/or tell what was closest to him or farthest away from the “depth” perspective. In addition,
this person also couldn’t line things up horizontally or
vertically either. These afflictions spell doom for any
aircraft pilot; especially during landing, takeoffs, and
formation flying; let alone strafing runs and or dives
into a target. Aircraft like flying through the air; not
through or into solid objects!

“My surgeon confirmed to me
that I have had this affliction
since early childhood, and it was
probably set by the time I was
two or three years old, just as it
is in most people.”

As a Youngster
I have very light-colored green eyes. As a very young
lad and all through my life, I have always had to close
my right eye and/or squint when I go from indoors to
outdoors. This constant squinting or closing of the
right eye certainly didn’t help me with regard to getting my eye muscles equally strong; in fact it increased
the likelihood of me having eye problems later in life.
To this day, including while I’m writing this, it is
exceedingly painful to go from indoors to outdoors
into bright sunlight without closing the one eye or
squinting badly to try to avoid the pain.
Since depth perception must be learned using an
unconscious inference, it gets less likely to get learned
after a few years of age. Thus, since a very young age,
I have not had good depth perception in spite of having 20/15 visual acuity in both eyes. Hermann von
Helmholtz is credited with the first study of visual
perception in modern times. He concluded that the
human eye was optically rather poor. He then concluded that vision could only be the result of some
form of unconscious inferences: a matter of making
assumptions and conclusions from incomplete data,
based upon previous experiences. This inference
Archery Focus
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My Incorrect Depth Perception
Early on, my depth perception problem wasn’t recognized as such, and they didn’t have a clue that I also
lacked stereoscopic vision (3-D). I squinted and ran
around with one eye (my right eye) closed most all the
time when outdoors in the sun. The right eye’s musculature progressively got weaker and weaker and
never fully developed the
strength to keep both eyes
working together. One of
the first signs of this that
went totally unrecognized
was my total inability to
walk on a single railroad
track, placing one foot in
front of the other. That was
interpreted as “poor balance.” I could “blink away” the
double images so never worried about it back then.
The other really significant problem was that I could
not cross over from one side of a fishing stream by
using a log. I would have to sit down and scoot across
the log in order to get to the other side. Once again,
this was regarded as a poor balance problem, not a
visual problem. This continued throughout my entire
life; at least up until now. Oh, wait, there I go getting
ahead of myself again. Strange as it may seem, I didn’t have any problem getting my left foot to go where
I wanted it to go; I would “miss” with my right foot.
It only took falling into the cold Rocky Mountain
streams a few times before I learned to never try to
cross the stream on a log or narrow path! Ice cold
water will do that to you.

fected child with two normal genes (recessive genes)
(Source: https://www.mayoclinic.org/autosomaldominant-inheritance-pattern/img-20006210 ). In
my parents’ case, I am the oldest of three boys. Two of
us have light colored eyes, and one has dark eyes.
Neither of my two siblings have the sneeze disorder.
One of my two daughters, the one with light green
eyes has the disorder. The
other daughter has dark
eyes and doesn’t have the
problem. My sneezes are
normally about 5-7 sneezes,
but I don’t recall ever having
it continue for more than
that. The photic sneeze
syndrome caused me more
than one problem later in life, but I’ll explain that
later.
Okay, so much for the lack of depth perception,
the poor stereoscopic vision, the squinting or closing
one eye and the constant sneezing when going from
darker areas out into bright sunlight. So how did
these (and another very significant) chain of events
affect my involvement in any sport or activity that
involved lining things up or aiming, such as shooting
rifles, pistols, shotguns, or bows and arrows? That is
the meat of all this, after all.

“Once again, this was regarded
as a poor balance problem, not
a visual problem. This continued
throughout my entire life; at
least up until now.”

Sneezing in Bright Sunlight
I said that I had light-colored eyes and squinted or
closed one eye when in bright sunlight, remember?
Well, this isn’t a unique problem to just me! They call
this affliction the “photic sneeze reflex” (also called
photoptarmosis, Autosomal Dominant Compelling
Helio-Opthalmic Outburst Syndrome (ACHOO), as
well as “sun sneezing.” While the exact mechanism of
action is not well understood, this condition affects
about 18-35% of the United States population,
believe it or not! (Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Photic_sneeze_reflex) This is an autosomal
dominant inheritance, meaning the mutated gene is a
dominant gene located on one of the non-sex chromosomes (autosomes). If one parent has one mutated
gene (autosomal dominant disorder), they have a 50%
chance of having an affected child with one mutated
gene (dominant) and a 50% chance of having an unaf8

NRA Small Bore Rifle Shooting
As many of us from the State of Wyoming say, “I was
born with a rifle in one hand and a fishing pole in the
other.” And both the fishing and the shooting were
affected by the items above. Learning to cast a fly or
a spinner was a challenge from the very beginning;
that is, until I learned to decipher which part of the
stream was closer to me and the willows or weeds,
that is. Then I learned to cast quite accurately to save
snags, but never could get the accuracy to pop a fly
exactly where I wanted it to go. With regard to riflery,
I was eight years old when I got my first .22 rim fire
rifle and learned how to shoot. It had open sights, and
I had great difficulty in sighting the rifle until my dad
suggested that I keep my right eye closed when
shooting left-handed and my left eye closed when
shooting right-handed. I could then shoot equally
well on either side of the rifle, although my preference
was left-handed since I had become an expert at
keeping my right eye shut for longer periods of time!
I could not shoot open sights or a peep sight with
both eyes open, but when we migrated to scoped
rifles, then I could keep both eyes open, but had to get
Archery Focus

the shot off much quicker.
Interestingly enough, when
I missed, the shots were
nearly always high right or
low left. Keep that in mind
as I progress in this article;
you will find it interesting
as to why it took over 60
years for me to finally figure
it out. While I got pretty
good shooting my .22 rim
fire rifle, I couldn’t seem to graduate to a peep sight
because I just couldn’t find the target. I was always
way off line when I finally closed my right eye to find
the peep. I was known to “grab” the wrong target face
to shoot at if I wasn’t very careful. Of course, shooting at the wrong game animal wasn’t a problem like it
was with indoor riflery! Shooting small bore rifle at
50 feet was a lot of fun, but when it required me to
have a more expensive rifle with a rear peep site in
order to be competitive, that was the end of that. We
didn’t have the money for a target rifle and I elected
to spend my money on a scoped high-powered rifle
instead.

young, but not competitively until I was nearly out of
college. Even then, it was
nearly all from instinctive
shooting or gap shooting.
Once again, though it went
unnoticed, when I missed
the intended target or animal, I either shot over them
high right, or under then
low left. That problem still
eluded me and I saw it as a problem with my “gap” or
“instinct” and not a visual problem.

“When I missed the intended target or animal, I either shot over
them high right, or under then
low left. That problem still eluded
me and I saw it as a problem
with my “gap” or “instinct” and
not a visual problem.”

My Start in Archery
I did start shooting a bow and arrow when I was quite

Officer’s Candidate School
In the Vietnam War “Draft Lottery” of 1970, I had a
draft number of “6.” I knew it was only a matter of
time, and sure enough, the word came down that the
draft was holed up in my mail box. I opted to resign
my teaching position and to enlist in the United
States Air Force and then to take the Air Force
Officer Quality Test (AFOQT), which I passed with
very good scores. Mind you, I’d never been in an airplane until I flew from Wyoming to Denver for my
physical exam and then on to San Antonio, Texas for
Basic Training. Of course, we spent lots of time in the
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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bright sun, but hey, I could
sneeze all I wanted, and
could squint or keep my
right eye closed in the sun,
so what the heck.

“Once again, I passed all the
physical requirements. My visual
acuity was still 20/20 uncorrected for both distance and up
close. However, when it came to
the Stereoscopic Vision and the
Depth Perception tests I failed
both quite miserably. ”

Qualifying with the M-16
and .38 pistol in Basic
Training and OTS
I was a pretty good shot
with rifle and pistol long
before Basic Military
Training. But, the M-16 that I used to qualify for rifle
in Basic Training had my nemesis; a rear peep site.
Somehow, I managed to keep that right eye shut most
of the time at did qualify as Expert with 100% shots
in the center of the body mass with both the M-16
and the .38 revolver. Interestingly enough, however,
my “pattern” was from 7 o’clock slightly low, to 2
o’clock slightly high with both weapons! Once again,
I figured it was me jerking the trigger one way or the
other. Besides that, shooting the M-16 as a lefty wasn’t much fun when the hot brass hit my cheek or it
went into my shirt! We couldn’t get the ejector shield
set so that the brass went away from my cheek with-

out jamming that particular
weapon.

Vision Test Failed
I passed all my vision tests
in Basic Training and was
then sent to Officer’s
Training School with a path
to USAF pilot training.
That lasted all of about
eight weeks before they
administered a final flight
school physical exam. Once again, I passed all the
physical requirements. My visual acuity was still
20/20 uncorrected for both distance and up close.
However, when it came to the Stereoscopic Vision
and the Depth Perception tests I failed both quite
miserably. The tests they used this go around were
new to me and I couldn’t “fudge” on them by closing
one eye. I also could not line up objects vertically (one
above the other) or horizontally (one beside the
other) without closing one eye. Of course closing one
eye worked for alignment. They caught on to that
right away, ha. I certainly couldn’t fudge or cheat for
3-D or depth perception. In fact, they could give me

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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the answer and I still couldn’t “see” it! I had some
choices to make: first, I could take an unaccompanied
tour to Brussels, Belgium as a French language interpreter or I could salvage a flying assignment, but as a
navigator instead of a pilot. Needless to say, I wanted
the officer’s commission, the wings and flight status,
so I elected to go to Navigator School. This was the
first-ever mention of the ailment called “Strabismus”
that I’d ever heard of. They fitted me with glasses to
help me from having to close one eye in order to
properly see a single image without blinking every 46 seconds and it was sure neat to be able to stop blinking so much! It didn’t cure the sneezing problem, and
it didn’t cure the squinting or closing one eye in bright
sunlight, but the government issue prescription
“shades” certainly helped to alleviate those two problems! I still have a set of those prescription sunglasses
to this very day, although now they are totally useless.
This is the end of the first part.
This article will conclude in the next issue. Ed.

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Setting Up a New
Compound Bow
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Coaching teams comprised of rookies and veterans
alike poses interesting problems and opportunities.
Some of your students already have top shelf equipment
and others will make equipment purchases at anytime
during the season. No matter when your new archers
upgrade to better equipment you need to have a plan to
help them set up their new gear. In this article we will
suggest a simple checklist to get a new compound bow
set up properly for a student.
Setting up a Compound Bow
Our goal in setting up a new compound is aimed at
establishing a proper set up for the average archer. The
bow will be set up within generally acceptable measurements to start and then will be modified to provide better performance and more forgiveness during the tuning
process once the archer has demonstrated consistent
form and grouping.
Steps of Setting up the Compound Bow
1. Check tiller by using your bow square to measure the
distance from the base of the top limb, where it
attaches to the riser, to the string at its closest position. Then measure the distance from the base of the
bottom limb, where it attaches to the riser, to the
string at its closest point. Subtract the measurement
recorded for the lower limb from the measurement
recorded for the upper limb to get your tiller measurement as it is most commonly referred to, i.e.
+1⁄8˝. The most commonly acceptable tiller on a
compound bow is zero (even tiller). This is just a
starting point but it’s a good starting point and works
out well for a two-wheel compound which Tom Jennings referred to as a “self-balancing system.”
For this example, we will assume use of a two
cam or cam and ½ bow. If a single cam bow is
12

Checking tiller.

involved, please refer the manufacturers guidelines or
one of Larry Wise’s excellent books on compound
bow tuning.
2. Set tiller by using your Allen Wrench. For this exercise, I will assume you want to shoot with even tiller,
but our initial measurement is +1⁄16˝ and that you
want to maintain the weight the bow is set at.
a. First, determine if your bow is equipped with limb
bolt locks. If it has limb bolt locks loosen the set
screws that lock the limb bolts.
b. Next, add 1⁄4 turn onto the top limb bolt while
taking 1⁄4 turn off the bottom limb bolt.
c. Check the tiller again. Repeat process until the
tiller is at your desired measurement.
d.Normally, we would now tighten the set screws
but in the initial set up we will move right on to
checking the draw weight.
3. Check draw weight by
a. Drawing the bow to full draw with a bow scale
and then letting the bow down and reading the
recorded weight.
and
b. Then having the student pull the bow to see if it
Archery Focus

Adjusting tiller and draw weight poth involve turning the limb bolts.
Be careful that when you change one you do not change the other.

is a manageable weight.
4. Set the bow weight to your desired weight by adjusting the limb bolts identically with your Allen
wrench. While there are some variations between
manufacturers I will provide directions for the majority. For this example, we will assume we need to
reduce the draw weight 4#.
a. First, use your Allen wrench to take two turns off
each of your limb bolts rotating the limb bolts
counterclockwise.
b. Check the draw weight again. If you reduced the
weight 3 of the 4# try backing another 2⁄3 to 3⁄4 of
a turn off each bolt and check again. Keep making adjustments until you reach your desired
weight.
c. Next, if your bow is equipped with limb bolt locks,
tighten the set screws that lock the limb bolts.

Test draws or draw weight scales can be used to determine a draw
weight setting.
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4. Install the front stabilizer.
5. Stand the bow up using the front stabilizer and leaning the bow against an arrow with the bow as upright
as possible.
6. Establish centershot reference by using a pair of limb
gauges or
a. Installing pieces of tape on the top and bottom of
each limb where they attach to the riser and near
the eccentrics.
b. Measure the width of the limb and mark the center of the limb on the pieces of tape nearest the
eccentrics.
c. Sighting across the bow make a new mark on the
tape where the string cable comes out of the
eccentrics.
d.Measure the distance between the two marks.
e. Measure the width of the limb and mark the center of the limb on the pieces of tape where they
attach to the riser.
f. Add a second mark on the pieces of tape nearest
the riser that reflects the distance between the two
marks we measured earlier.
7. Install the arrow rest at a position with the point of
contact with the arrow and the rest directly over the
pivot point of the grip where the brace height is measured from. In this example we are using a launcher
rest, the most commonly used rest in compound target archery.
a. Adjust the windage of the launcher arm on the
rest so that when you look across the string the
center of the arrow rest lines up with the second
lines you drew on the tape. (This is how the set up
recognizes and compensates for the eccentrics
positioning the string and string cable outside of
the true center of the bow.)
Continued on the Next Page

Launcher arrow rests are the most popular compound arrow rest and
there are models affordable to students.
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b. Snap the completed arrow that your student plans
to shoot with this bow on the string at a location
approximately level with the top of the rest attachment hole.
c. Adjust the elevation of the launcher arm on the
rest till the center of the arrow sets even with the
center of the rest mounting bolt, keeping the rest
at an angle of 30-35 degrees above level.
8. Mark the nock location for your students nocking
point with a black or silver Sharpie (depending on
the color of the serving) with the plan to have the
arrow at a 90-degree angle with the string. This normally means top of the nock being located between
1⁄16˝ and 3⁄16˝ above level depending on the size of
the arrow and how much the launcher flexes when
the arrow is placed on the rest.

facturer supplied screws. Since these screws like to
vibrate loose save yourself some trouble by using a
drop of Loctite Thread Locker Blue on each of the
mounting screws for a little piece of mind. While
you can still easily remove them with an Allen
wrench they will generally never vibrate loose.

Applying Blue (Not Red!) Loctite Thread Locker will help keep
mounting screws from vibrating loose.

Marking the bowstring for the positions of the nocking point locators.

9. Install a string loop (aka D-loop) at the location
marked above. (I prefer the version with the loop tied
both above and below the nock location providing a
direct pull behind the nock. This allows the archer to
draw and let down the bow without requiring the
nock to be reseated. But even more importantly, on
release the string drives the arrow straight forward
with no directional force from only having initial
contact on the top of the nock or the bottom of the
nock as experienced with single location string
loops.)
To see how to tie a D-loop see “Why You Need
to Use a D Loop” by George Chapman in AFm 7-5.
Ed.
10.Install the sight on to the bow. There are many varieties of sights so I will simply make a couple of suggestions.
a. Install your sight mounting block with the manu14

b. After completing the assembly of the sight lean
the bow up on an arrow again, get in position to
look down the string and arrow again, and set the
sight so the scope is directly over the center of the
arrow as it sets on the rest. While you may not be
able to set the sight for your new archer this
should give him a good starting point for good
left-right alignment.
c. Level the sight to the bowstring at this time but
you can easily save the adjustments to the second
and third axes for later such as when your archer
is ready to tune.
11.Set the draw length to fit your archer properly.
Hopefully, your student has purchased a bow that is
the correct draw length and if so, it is either right as
it sits or you will simply need to adjust or change the
draw modules as necessary by following the manufacturer’s instructions. Make sure as you finalize the
draw length for your archer that you have the string
on or near the tip of their nose when they go to their
anchor. If they draw the string to the side of their
nose or against their cheek, either make an adjustment to their form or to their bow’s draw length to
make this happen. When we are trying to teach and
set up new archers we want to establish enough distance from their eye to the peep to allow them to gain
an advantage. When the peep is drawn too close to
the eye you lose some of the advantage that your
archer can use make them a more successful archer
and you a more successful coach.
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12.Check eccentric timing by pulling the bow to full
draw and paying close attention to the rollover of the
cams and when you arrive at the wall for top and bottom cams. If you are fortunate enough to have your
draw tap the walls or draw stops at the same time
then you’re done. If one taps earlier than the other
then you will need to make a small adjustment to
your timing.
13.Adjust the timing of the eccentrics by:
a. Determine which of the cams reaches the draw
stop first. For our purposes, we will say it is the top
cam.
b. While focusing on the other (lower) cam, flex the
buss cable and watch to see the lower cam
advance. Once you have confirmed that shortening the buss cable advances the correct (lower)
cam move to the next step.
c. Place the bow in the bow press and take the tension off the cables.
d.Remove one end of the bus cable you confirmed
in step b) and add one full twist to the cable.
e. Reinstall the buss cable and put the tension back
on the cables.
f. Draw the bow again and check the timing. If the
timing is good you are done and if it’s closer but
not perfect try the same thing again. If the movement caused the bottom cam to advance ahead of
the top cam then take 1⁄2 twist out and try again.
14.Install the peep sight I want you to take your time on
this one. Naturally, if you are setting up a bow for an
experienced archer that has already established a
solid anchor with muscle memory and a precise contact point that makes installing the peep site a simple
exercise. However, we will assume this is a new
archer being set up with a new bow and you will want
to spend some quality time with the archer establishing the perfect, repeatable anchor before you try to
install the peep.
a. Establish the anchor point by working with your
archer to find the right anchor and having
him/her shoot enough arrows to demonstrate
their ability to shoot groups without the use of a
peep site.
b. Have your archer draw to their anchor while you
observe and if you approve of the anchor mark the
string for the peep location.
c. Place the bow in a bow press to take a little pressure off the string.
d.Install the peep by separating the strands of the
string at the location you marked and inserting
the peep or peep housing.
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e. Have your archer draw to their anchor while you
observe and if they approve of the full draw peep
location (they can see through it and it is positioned so they do not need to move anything to
see) then proceed. If not adjust the position by
sliding the peep up and down or repeating steps ce.
f. Tie in the peep with string serving both above and
below the peep.
15.Install the kisser button. (Optional) A good training
tool for new archers that is abandoned by most after
developing their form is actually still used by a few
advanced archers. The kisser button seems to help
new archers find some stability in their anchor as
they transition through trying wrist caliper, thumb
trigger and back tension releases. Once they gain
perfect their anchor and gain some consistency they
can remove the kisser button with no adverse side
effects.
a. Have your archer draw to anchor several times
until you are satisfied they are going to the anchor
you recommend.
b. Mark the location for the kisser button.
c. Install the kisser button by
i. Traditional Kisser Button – Press the button
against the string until it pops on. If it is too
tight you can slide it onto a small screwdriver
first to expand the slot and then slide it off the
screwdriver onto the string in the desired location. Then lock it in place by tying it in with
serving material.
ii.Soft Rubber Kisser Button – Put your bow into a
bow press and take enough tension off the
string to take the string off the top cam, attach
a cotter pin like installation tool on the upper
string loop, slide the kisser button over the
installation tool and down the string to the
desired location. Reinstall the string loop onto
the top cam. Then lock it in place by tying it in
with dental floss or serving material.
iii. Tie on a kisser touch point with serving material.
The bow is now set up well enough to shoot without your archer suffering any self-inflicted injuries. Soon
your archer will be shooting consistently, and you’ll be
ready to tune it for even better performance.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look forward
to seeing you on the shooting field.
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Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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by James Park, Ph.D.
To attain high scores we need to aim in the
correct place (which might not be the centre of the
target, of course) and to release the string without
moving the aim as it is released. We also need a few
other things: a clear path for the string and the archer
to not twist the bow, for example, but let us assume
they are all okay.
The ability to aim well and to release the string
smoothly are strongly influenced by the archer’s muscle use and hence by the positions of the archer’s
bones and joints.
For both recurve and a compound bows the draw
length is fixed. For a recurve bow the draw length is
set by the clicker position
and the arrow length (obviously you could move the
clicker to change it, but
hopefully not from shot-toshot). For a compound bow
the draw length is set by the
bow’s wall (which is also adjustable but not casually).
For both bow types we then need the relative positions of the archer’s drawing hand and head to be the
same from shot-to-shot if the archer is to have any
chance of repeatability.
For an archer using a recurve bow we need the
archer to have only a small amount left to draw the
arrow through the clicker while the archer is aiming
to be consistent from shot-to-shot.
For a given draw length the position of the
archer’s drawing hand in relation to his head depends
strongly on the position of his bow arm shoulder
joint. The position of the drawing arm elbow joint,
and hence the need otherwise to use arm muscles,
depends strongly on the position of the drawing arm
shoulder joint.

I have investigated the importance of bone and
joint positioning by creating a mathematical model of
my own skeletal structure. I am then able to calculate
things such as the optimal draw length for a given
shoulder position, the required muscle use if I deviate
from that draw length, and the sensitivity of the
required draw length to, for example, a small change
in the bow arm shoulder position.
I have found that the required draw length
changes appreciably if either shoulder position is
altered, vertically or laterally. For example, for my
recurve bow if I raise my bow arm shoulder joint by
10 mm my optimal draw length changes by 3 mm. If
I change its lateral position
by 10 mm my optimal draw
length changes by 7 mm. It
is similar for my compound
bow. That is, it is very sensitive indeed and tells me I
should take great care in
having a technique that helps me obtain very consistent shoulder joint positions. Otherwise my shot
process will inevitably change from shot-to-shot and
my accuracy will suffer.
Given the high forces on the shoulder joints,
especially around full draw for a recurve bow or during most of the draw for a compound bow, and the
need to obtain very consistent positions for them it
seems to me to be best to try to get them into, or at
least close to, the desired positions prior to drawing
the bow and then to not move them or to move them
only a small amount during the draw.
Note that, for a recurve bow, if the archer is rotating his upper torso as he comes to full draw he will
inevitably stop that rotation as his hand reaches his

“I have found that the required
draw length changes appreciably if either shoulder position is
altered, vertically or laterally.”
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face. A slightly different rate of rotation as he draws
the bow can then result in a different shoulder position from shot-to-shot and a different length of arrow
remaining to come through the clicker. A different
rotation for a compound bow could easily result in a
different hand position on the face and perhaps string
interference from the archer’s face for one shot but
not for another.
Given the desired shoulder positions it is then
useful to consider the archer’s lower body. The orientation of the archer’s pelvis and stance need to be
selected such that the archer is most easily able to
replicate the shoulder position from shot-to-shot.
Given that we do not want variation from rotation
during the draw, this points to a stance that is not
overly open to the target and with the pelvis oriented
so that there does not need to be much twist in the
body. However, I would optimise this on an archerby-archer basis.
The diagrams (right) show the author’s skeletal structure when shooting his recurve bow.
The red line is the arrow.
The green line is the line of force.
The orange line is the resultant of the bow’s draw
force and the bow’s mass.

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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by Editors
We remember talking to Lanny and Troy Bassham
at the Vegas Shoot when we were first starting to
grapple with coaching the mental game. We asked
them both “Where do you start in coaching the mental game of archery?” And they responded, in unison(!): “With the parents.”
Parenting Champions is Lanny’s latest book, this
time focusing on the role parents play in the development of young athletes. Possibly my favorite part of
the book, though, is that Lanny doesn’t focus on just
winning or attaining, he focuses on the whole child
and the entire journey to adulthood. Lanny states
straight out “Let’s get one thing straight! As long as
your children are living at home,
you are in charge of their mental
skill development.” And he is
not just talking about sports.
The blurb on the MM website states it this way: Parenting
Champions is a book designed
to help parents of competitive
children/teens learn how they
can be better Mental Coaches
for their children. Parents are
the first and most important
mental coach a child has in their
life yet parents are not taught
how to help their competitive
child build their mental toughness for sport, or any other competitive environment. This book
helps equip parents with understanding the mental game and
how they can better help their
children grow.

Disclaimer
We are big fans of the teachings of the Basshams. We
especially like that they are very pragmatic and built
their materials based upon interviews of champions
and selecting out the best mental practices they heard
of, then proved their ideas in competition, themselves.
These are not academics whipping up things for athletes to do from theories of psychology. Lanny and
Troy use some terms from sports psychology simply
because it is hard to talk about things calling them the
whosiwhatsis and thingamajig, but neither claims to
be a sports psychologist. Lanny thinks of himself as a
performance enhancement specialist. We think he is
spot on.
The Book
Lanny starts with his story, condensed, to establish his bone
fides for those unfamiliar with
Mental Management Systems.
He then explains why he felt this
book was necessary and then
moves quickly onto the nitty
gritty details of his Mental
Management Systems approach.
Lanny would need a much larger book to go into all aspects of
his teachings but he does a very
good job of sketching in the topics in broad strokes so that those
reading the book will know what
he recommends they teach.
In Chapter 8 (What Every
Parent Should Know) Lanny
tells the story of a young soccer
Continued on the Next Page
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player who asked her mother to stop cheering for her.
It turned out that she was so attuned to her mother’s
voice that it broke her concentration, requiring her to
break her concentration on the game to figure out
what Mom was saying. This is exactly in line with the
“Parent’s Talk” that Claudia developed to train parents how to be good spectators at our youth archery
training sessions. We explained that a parent’s voice
cuts through all others to get into their child’s ear and
that they can’t know what their child’s coach and the
child are working on at the moment, so it is best to off
general support when they come back to the line after
each shooting end. Much of the advice given is direct,
actionable, and appropriate, often told, like this story,
in narrative form that makes it easy to understand.
Parents will appreciate this. I also point out that
Lanny is talking about kids in all manner of youth
sports but I immediately translated/interpreted what
he was saying into an archery context and it all fit. I
didn’t have to struggle to figure out how to implement
his recommendations into archery. This talks to the
universal usefulness of his approach.
Lanny’s favorite principle is the one he calls the
Principle of Reinforcement: Every time you think
about, talk about, or write about something happening, you improve the probability of it occurring in the
future. He backs up a discussion of this principle with
directives like: “Do not spend time listening to the
problems of others, or you will soon inherit their
problems (p. 43)” and “teach your children not to
reinforce a bad outcome by thinking and talking
about it (p. 44).” He follows these with a comment
that often goes overlooked “One of the most dominant forms of imprinting is writing.” This is true
because writing involves more senses than just reading or listening or speaking or thinking about something. He goes on to say “Today’s kids are writing all
of the time, called texting. Every text is a potential
imprint. Texts are influencing who your children are
becoming. Scary, but true. But this is not all bad.
Talking about solutions and writing praising and
encouraging texts are good for the Self-image. Social
networking is a blessing or a curse depending on the
way it is used.” Too often people of our generation
talk negatively about “how kids are nowadays.” You
will not hear this from Lanny Bassham. He does not
condemn social networking, just points out that it can
be a negative or a positive force in your child’s development.
There were rare cases in which there were things
stated that I do not agree with. On p. 51 Lanny says
20

“I define skill as doing something consciously long
enough for the process to become automated by the
Subconscious Mind.” I think this is how we acquire
skill but is not skill itself. On p. 39, “The Conscious
Mind controls all of the senses: seeing, hearing
smelling, tasting, and touching.” which makes no
sense to me so I think he misspoke here. Subliminal
advertising alone shows this is not the case. These disagreements, however, were few and far between.
Deeper into the book, Lanny covers oodles of
topics parents, coaches, and athletes need to know
something about. He also frames the issues succinctly and deftly. For example, on p. 120 “Pressure is a
state of mental or emotional strain or tension resulting from adverse or very demanding circumstances
and is a regular part of life. Your kids experience it
often. remember how you felt when the teacher called
upon you in class? Did you stress out over an exam or
a presentation before a class? I did. Competition pressure is the same song, different verse.” In one short
paragraph, the kids, the parents, and Lanny himself
are bundled into this topic and the topic is framed.
This is deft writing.
In Chapter 12 (What to Do when Things Go
Wrong) Lanny addresses the following topics:
Dealing with Negative People, How to Beat Worry,
Dealing with Disappointing You (the Parent), and
Over-Trying and these are just in the second half of
the chapter! There is a lot of meat on the bones here.
Conclusion
This book is not just for parents. I resonated with
much of the contents as a coach and as an archer as
well. As an entre into the mental game of archery, I
usually recommend With Winning in Mind (Lanny)
and now Attainment (Troy) but this would serve well
at that task too, It is a must read for coaches, as well.
Not all of your questions will be answered in reading
this book, but many of them will and the questions
you are left with are the right questions, the one you
need answers to that will lead you on to more learning. And you cannot possibly go wrong with more of
the materials and programs offered at
MentalManagementSystems.com.
Table of Contents
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2.My Story
3.Reasons for Concern
4.Principles of Mental Management
5.Goal Getting
6.Mental Management Goal System
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7.What Every Parent Should Know
8.The Performance Journal
9.Dealing With Pressure
10. Rehearsal, The Most Versatile Mental Tool
11. What to Do when Things Go Wrong
12. Working with Coaches
13. Training Principles
14. Changing Self-Image
15. If I Were Your Kid
193 p.
mentalmanagementstore.com
MSLP $16.95 (paperback)
$9.95 (Kindle version at Amazon.com)
A Bonus Book Review
Attainment
by Troy Bassham

Somehow we missed this book when it first came out,
but we immediately bought a copy and devoured it.
That was a Kindle Edition, but we also bought the
paperback. (When we review a book, it ends up with
dog-eared pages and scribbles and highlighting all
over it.)
This is a short book, which we consider an advantage because many archers don’t like to read books. It
is short, but also to the point. Troy address the key
elements of the differences in behavior of elite performers from average performers. The emphasis on
behaviors is a Bassham trademark at this point.
Basically they say “If you want to be an elite perArchery Focus

former, act like one.” This very pragmatic approach is
why I recommend these books to one and all as a way
to get a start on the mental game of archery. I have
recommended Lanny’s book, “With Winning in
Mind” for a very long time and have recommended
“Attainment” since it came out. I will be recommending “Parenting Champions,” especially to coaches,
from now on. You can start with any of these as they
are appetite whetters. Once you start on them, you
want to know more. And there is a great deal more
and
a
good
place
to
start
is
at
mentalmanagement.com. For those of you who prefer
audio and video recordings, they have those, too.
In Attainment, Troy Bassham draws examples
from all sorts of activities, not just archery, but it is
easy to see how they apply to our sport. The focus is,
as always, attaining a certain level of accomplishment
but also on the process of becoming, becoming better
at what you do. My guess is that the number of people who set a goal of winning an Olympic medal far
exceeds the number who actually do. If attaining such
a medal were the only reason for striving to acquire
one, then I think the exercise is rather foolish and
self-defeating. But if, in the process, you are trying to
see how far you can develop a skill and accept whatever outcome that process generates, then you are
becoming a more accomplished person, no matter the
outcome. As the Basshams put it “You either win or
learn. There is no losing.”(p. 33, Attainment)
Conclusion
There is plenty of thought provoking material in this
little book, plenty to get you started in using your
mind and not just your body. When it comes down to
it, you have to try these things to see if they work for
you and what better place to start than with the
demonstrated successful behaviors of those who have
already attained the levels of performance you seek.
Table of Contents
1.Passion
2.Opportunity
3.Training with Purpose
4.Becoming Mentally Strong
5.Self-Image of a Winner
The Twelve Elements
99 p.
mentalmanagementstore.com
MSLP $14.95 (paperback)
$9.95 (Kindle version at Amazon.com)
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Long Bow Q’s and A’s
by Hugh D.H. Soar
After having given a talk on the medieval British
longbow, it is time for questions, prompted by the
event’s organiser, but followed enthusiastically by
those in the audience who have stayed awake. It is by
then late evening, but with occasional meaningful
glances at the clock and without re-visiting the talk
just given, I answer as succinctly as I reasonably can.
Amongst the frequently asked questions several
lead the field. How did they practice, where, at what
and when? How accurate were they ? What about
left-handers? Were the strings made of cat-gut?
Since modern archers with their sophisticated
compound bows, equipped with every conceivable
shooting aid may also be curious, we’ll look at each in
turn and begin with practice.
Practice Back Then
This was a statutory requirement and included virtually the entire male in the population from 16 years to
60 years old. It took place on Sundays and on Holy
Days, of which there many. Enthusiasm was varied,
but the thought of a stiff fine for back-sliding was
compulsion enough for most and, with varying
degrees of willingness, all took part.
Targets were earthen butts, made of turf, solid
and substantial. Enclosed within a fence to prevent
predation by cattle their upkeep was the responsibility of local Authority. Aiming marks might be of
paper, pinned into position by a “prick” (a piece of
stick), or a willow stake or “wand.” On especial occasions a garland of willow embellished by foliage
might be set up.
Distances varied initially, invariably in excess of
200 yards, often rather more in the North than the
South since the “Rood” or measure of length varied
between them. On occasion shooting might be “under
the line,” a “gantry” of two poles with a rope stretched
between was set up half way down the course. Archers
had then to shoot at the butt, keeping their arrows
beneath the line. There were penalties for those going
above.
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It was not until 1511 however, that Henry VIII,
the “archer king,” set down eleven score yards as the
statutory distance for practice, and this was to remain
the distance shot until in 1662 the war-bow passed
into history.
Archery Rivalries
Questions are occasionally asked about rivalries.
Rivalry between villages perhaps, but organised competition there certainly was. Either casual, for wagers
of a penny or two between the better shots—nearest
to the ‘prick’ took the pot—or organised for feast
days. We are introduced to these latter through the
medium of early medieval verse tales of characters
such as Robin Hood. Prizes seems to have been well
worth the effort, silver arrows or occasionally a crown
of gold. Money was often an attractive option, particularly when shooting for distance.
It is from these tales that we can glean just little
of what went on. Thus from Robin Hood and the
Potter and a match organised by the Sheriff, Robin is
exhorted to “pull it up to thine ear.” Probably unnecessary in his case, but suggesting that drawing to the
chest was still prevalent.
Mention is made of “quequer,” the medieval word
for a quiver—quivers then were not worn, but carried,
and contained perhaps half a sheaf of arrows— “To a
quequer Robin went, a good bolte (arrow) out he
took. He then shot—of the Mark he would not fail—
he cleft the prick in three.”
Whilst our knowledge of early archery practice
and competition is sparse, we are better served from
the late sixteenth century, when shooting the Roving
Marks on London’s Finsbury Fields began.
Helpful booklets were produced, the first in 1594,
listing the name of each Mark, and its distance from
others. From 1601 Rules were included, at first just
eight, increasing to ten in subsequent issues.
With the demise of the war-bow, and the rise of
recreational archery, competition developed, and the
first archery societies were formed. Prominent was
Archery Focus

“Lady Luck” played a
the Society of Finsbury
goodly part in early recreArchers, although this is
ational archery!
not the place to describe
them fully, one aspect is
Bowstrings Back Then
particularly interesting. In
And, to conclude, we’ll
1676, a new target was
look at another FAQ. Of
introduced, the “Eleven
what
and how was the
Score Target,” by its very
bowstring made? Was it
distance a demanding
cat gut?. Nooh! Was it
shoot, but one which perbast ? Noooh!
petuated the Tudor statuBow strings in the
tory practice distance; it
period we address were
had its devotees for nearly
A hemp bowstring on a cross bow prod. Hemp is not very strong so
made of hemp. They were
a century.
many starnds are needed.
of two types, “little” for
It is unknown when
maximum
cast, and
the target with painted
“great” for safe shooting,
rings first appeared—it
but which were slower of
may
have
gradually
cast. Both were made by
evolved, however, the
the “Ancient Company of
Eleven Score Target had
Bowstringmakers,”
an
prize rings, of which two
organisation formed in
were important. They
1416 under something of
were the Gold (Captain’s
a
cloud. The date is sigPrize) and the Red
nificant. Following seri(Lieutenant’s Prize) and
ous complaints about lack
attracted the two major
Here a hemp bowstring (left) is compared to a steel bowstring
of
quality during the 1415
awards and associated
(right). Both are for recurve bows. The superior strength of steel
requires
far
fewer
strands
in
the
string.
French
campaign, upon
kudos. Entry was by subthe return of the army, a
scription, and it was this
petition was raised by
that funded the Silver
“reputable men of the
Plate and Silver Spoons
Stringers”
to form a comthat formed the Awards.
pany for the improvement
By the very nature of
of working practice, and
early shooting—“meetto maintain quality.
ings” of a society were
The petition was
usually lengthy affairs,
A
closeup
of
a
hemp
bowstring
showing
“weathering.”
promptly granted, and
and since shooting went
on until all prizes had been won, there were arrange- ordinances prepared. Smarting from criticism of bad
ments in case of nightfall or inclement weather (a sec- workmanship, the company motto perhaps suggests a
ond date was notified to finish the shoot). An prevalent attitude among stringers. “Nec habeo. Nec
alternative to the purchase of silver plates, for the less- careo. Nec curo.” I have not, I lack not, I care not. I
er meetings, was the award of graduated money think the motto relates to personal their circumstances. I have nothing (no great wealth), I want for
prizes.
It has to be remembered that aiming was simplis- nothing (I am self-sufficient), I’m content as I am. In
tic, even “point of aim” was an innovation. The arrow other words, I am an independent person, and happy
was drawn to the side of face toward the ear, so “eye,” to stay as such.
“sight,” “arrow” relationship was rudimentary.
The new ordinances required “the use of well
Although “spine” (a modern word for what was then chosen hemp from the female plant – not ‘tubbed’
called “whippiness”) was recognised as affecting hemp from Cologne.” The manufacturing process was
flight, the relationship was unsophisticated and “aim- to involve first dampening the bundle of stems for a
Continued on the Next Page
ing off ” of individual shafts was generally practised.
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short period by laying it on grass for the “absorption
of natural dampness, dew retting or ‘scotching’ to separate the fibres from the stems, then drawing them
through a ‘heckle frame’ where heckle pins would
divide the fibres and cleanse the dust, thus rendering
them suitable for spinning.”
When spun, and cut into suitable lengths they
were then to be waxed with a form of cordwainers
‘coude’ (cudu, an Anglo-Saxon word for resin or mastic) a mixture of pine resin, beeswax, rosin, and oil, or
perhaps an alternative mixture, more specific to the
bowstring, of beeswax, resin, and fish glue. When dry,
they were coupled together in “knots,” and transported in bulk in barrels.
Of the many thousands, perhaps millions, made,
none have survived from medieval times. A small
piece of what is thought to have been one has been
recovered from a Mary Rose’s archer’s pouch, but that
is the sum total.
Fortunately however, hempen strings made in the
Low Countries survive on 19th century bows, and the
art may still be examined and perpetuated. As an
aside, it is quite possible to make a serviceable string
from retted nettle. It seems likely that in medieval
times country folk would have used this method.

These, then, are more elaborated answers to some of
the questioners at my talks. Next time we’ll look further at shooting technique, stabilising, understanding
spine, and the beginnings of revolution in bow design.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Raise, Raise,
Raise the Boats
by Sarah Toth
Einstein is rumored to have said, “The definition of
insanity is to continue doing the same things, while
expecting different results.” All around the archery
world, people talk of making America’s archery talent
pool better and stronger, but everywhere you look, organizations are doing the same old things.
Something needs to change. Maybe a lot of things
need to change?
When scientists and inventors set forth to achieve a
breakthrough, they start by challenging assumptions. So,
how about challenging assumptions in the archery community? Maybe its time to ask, “Why do certain organizations only offer incentive, learning, and support
programs for the young? Have they assumed there is no
new talent to be found among Americans 30 and up?”
Or perhaps ask, “Why do so
many advanced and intermediate-level archers drop out
of competing after college?
How much more competitive could U.S. teams be if
talented shooters stayed in
the game, and put up a fight,
for more years?” Or to restate
those queries in a nutshell,
“Do younger archers actually have better odds of winning internationally, or are they just provided better support and opportunities?”
Another blind spot in the archery world, besides
“age,” seems to be in the type and gender of archer the
retailers are willing to serve. Most archery shops, at least
in “flyover America,” are completely fixated on
bowhunting. A person can scour the aisles, looking for
something, anything, made for tournament archery, but
the pickens’ are slim. The odds are even more remote
that you will find any tournament equipment sized for a
woman. When a potential new archer, who is interested
in tournament archery, attempts to become involved in

the sport, the local “pro shops” have little or no equipment or support available. What a disappointment! And
what a missed opportunity for our sport to grow!
Its not a stretch to see that the archery community
needs to be casting a wider net, and doing better at
retaining and supporting the participants we already
have. If the tournament-focused organizations are fixated on attracting only youthful archers, and retailers are
only serving male bowhunters, that leaves a lot of room
for improvement. There’s another old saying that goes,
“Raise the water level, raise everyone’s boat!” It stands to
reason that increasing the participation rates for all ages
and genders will increase the competitiveness of U.S.
archers in general, especially in regards to having a deeper talent pool for fielding international teams.
But talk is cheap. What
can be done in the real world,
when archery organizations
and retailers have real-life
budget constraints and staff
constraints? There are two
categories of work to be
done. First, provide better
resources for people who
want to become involved in
archery. Second, find new and creative ways to support
archers who want to go to the next level, or even just
extend their competitive career past age 25. And do all
of this on a minimal budget, or better yet, in ways that
will increase revenues.
It can be done. For starters, America isn’t socialist,
and there is no way to “make” archery retailers begin carrying tournament equipment. However, every one of
those retailers would probably like the sound of a no-risk
consignment-style display of tournament equipment.
Maybe some manufacturers could offer a modest-butappealing selection of tournament equipment to retail-

“If the tournament-focused
organizations are fixated on
attracting only youthful archers,
and retailers are only serving
male bowhunters, that leaves a
lot of room for improvement.”
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ers, to display for sale on a
consignment basis? The
“deal” with the retailers
would be that they are obliged to display a professionallychosen, attractive collection
of marketing materials in the
section of the store where the
equipment will be displayed. The tournament organizations could help with this by providing a DVD of exciting tournament matches, (a TV playing attracts
attention in a store!), and posters showing web addresses for information. Since manufacturers and organizations already produce marketing materials like this, there
would be minimal extra cash out of any pockets except
for shipping charges.
Next, when potential new archers reach out to find
information on the USAA website, the coach and club
directories should be brimming with helpful info and a
friendly atmosphere. The “coach locator” is sparse and
unappealing, currently. People feel nervous contacting a
complete stranger for coaching, without first having a bit
of knowledge about the coach. How about every coach
including a headshot photo and a short biography? The

listing could also include the
coach’s “areas of expertise,”
(such as: recurve, compound,
traditional, hunting_, tournaments, young learners, disabled learners, etc); ages the
coach is willing to teach;
whether or not the coach is
willing to do online coaching; years of personal shooting
experience, as well as years of coaching experience; and
finally a price range for an hour of instruction. These are
the types of information that new customers expect to
find on a website, and failing to provide that information
will result in what the business world calls “walkaway
sales.” Expanding the amount of information in the
“coach locator” would cost little, as the web pages already
exist. The rewards of more information and more choices, though . . . well, just look at the success of Amazon
and Etsy!
Now, what can be done to retain and support the
archers who are already involved and enthusiastic? This
is where the ideas become fun, and in fact, may even create new income streams for the elite athletes and coaches!

“Thare are no guarantees that
these ideas would yield results
of course, but the financial
investment would be small, and
the odds of success are high.”

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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For a long time, the sport of distance running has
been growing steadily, and the archery world could copy
some of their ideas. One of the things elite runners and
coaches do that helps newer
runners improve is “sell” their
training calendars for a small
fee, so that newbies can learn
how to train for longer
events, or how to train more
strategically to achieve personal bests. The running
community loves this. They
eat it up! And it is something
elite archers and coaches
could do with virtually no
overhead costs, just a few
hours of time to type them
into a downloadable file format. Elite coaches could even
make up “training plans”
geared towards beginner or
intermediate-level archers,
and include ideas for realistic goals for scores, how many
arrows to shoot per practice, and possibly other ideas for
improvement like core exercises or helpful videos. This
would be practical, professional, easy-to-follow help for
those without the blessing of a nearby coach. And if the
price was, say, $10-$15 for a 3-month schedule, elite athletes and coaches would be able to “monetize” their experience with only a few hours of initial time invested,
while keeping the price affordable for average folks. The
USAA or NFAA could facilitate this by making these
training plans available for sale in their already-established online stores, and then funnelling the proceeds to
athlete accounts.
Another way elite athletes and coaches could turn
their experience into profit would be through scheduled
online Q & A sessions. One of the national organizations, such as USAA or NFAA, could facilitate and
advertise a monthly, online live session with a different
elite athlete or coach each month, and people could sign
up for a yearly subscription to this service. On a more
modest scale, these could be scheduled quarterly, and
advertised for 2 months in advance via e-mails to members, with a link included to sign up and pay to participate. Again, if the price-per-person were held to a
modest $10-$15, it would seem probable that many
archers would jump at the chance to ask questions of
Mssrs. Ellison or Broadwater, or Mss. Brown or Jones,
for instance. Online platforms for live meetings already
exist, such as GoToMeeting, which would make it sim-

ple and inexpensive to set up these events. Elite athletes
and coaches would only need to commit to a few hours
of time, and USAA or NFAA could line up a different
archery professional for each
session, so there would not
be a huge commitment for
them, either. Perhaps even
manufacturers could help, by
offering sessions on some of
the more complex equipment
issues, such as stringmaking
and arrow tuning. These Q
& A sessions would be a
godsend of help to developing archers, particularly those
without a personal coach.
A final idea, and one
that has already been prioneered successfully by
Lancaster Archery, is the fun
and challenge of adult
“archery camps.” Legendary
archers and coaches, particularly those who have
medalled in the Olympic Games, are recruited as
instructors for a Friday-Sundaylearning weekend.
Aspiring archers pay a reasonable fee to participate, and
also pay for their own travel and meal expenses, and in
return they benefit from intensive, hands-on learning.
Currently, USAA offers training weekends sporadically,
but only to junior level shooters, and only on an
“acheivement” basis. These camps would be open to any
adult who can pay the fee, owns the minimum required
equipment, and has the stamina to shoot enough arrows
per day to keep up with the class. Lancaster’s model for
these seems to be successful, but so far they’ve only hosted these at their East Coast location. An organization or
manufacturer could host these training camps in other
regions, possibly at larger archery clubs. If the club didn’t charge for the use of their range, expenses could be
kept low. The cost charged to participants would cover
other expenses, such as the instructors’ travel, meals, and
a stipend for their time.
Thare are no guarantees that these ideas would yield
results of course, but the financial investment would be
small, and the odds of success are high. One thing is certain: the insanity of doing the same-old, or doing nothing, needs to change.

“There are two categories of
work to be done. First, provide
better resources for people who
want to become involved in
archery. Second, find new and
creative ways to support archers
who want to go to the next level,
or even just extend their competitive career past age 25. And
do all of this on a minimal budget, or better yet, in ways that
will increase revenues.”
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Getting to 600:
The Mental Game
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
Note This is a series of articles. If you are a new reader, it began in Issue 20-1 (all of the back issues are
available to subsctibers). We are finishing up the getting to 600 stage; next time we begin the getting to
650 segments. Ed.
Simon Goes First . . .
“Can you watch me and tell me what I am doing
wrong?” As a coach, how many times have you heard
that? What is your reply?
Mine is “I think you mean.
‘Can you watch me and tell me
what areas I need to work on to
improve!’”
Yes, “The Mental Game.” a
label I nicked from Jay Barrs, but
it does say it all. It was Jay’s video
(The Mental Game by Jay Barrs,
Robinhood Video Productions,
1994 Ed.) that gave me one of
my first inroads into sports psychology. I was on the Scottish
squad and Pete Willerton had
organised an opportunity to learn
about sports psychology. Over the winter, we had a
number of speakers extolling the benefits of sports
psychology. What made me really investigate it further was what Jay talked about in his presentation. For
me, it was the part where he talks about sitting down
with the rest of the US national team in 1985 and
Rick McKinney told them that he was not worried
about any of them beating him, as they all came to the
camps where they were given all the training tools to
improve, mental training, physical programs and diet,
and yet they all went home and just did the shooting
bit. He said “Do what you always do, and you will get

what you always got.” Jay decided he would prove that
sports psychology did not work by doing it all. In
1986 shot his first 1300 and in 1988 won the gold
Olympic medal!
Getting your archers to believe; this is the key!
Sports psychology works, it really does! As a coach
you can tell your archers all about what to think, how
to say it, how to write it, how to imagine the right
things, use every aspect of sports psychology but,
unless the archers you coach really believe that sports
psychology will help them, it will
make very little difference!
Your biggest hurdle in this
subject is getting your archers to
believe it will help them, once
they start to believe, then ensuring that they use the techniques
in everything they do, both in
archery and everything outside
archery. It only works if the individual adjusts their thought
process in all aspects of their life.
As coach you need to be fully on
top of the mental game yourself;
practice what you preach.

600
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Lanny Bassham’s Mental Management Systems
As I have mentioned in the past, Lanny Bassham’s
Mental Management Systems gives you the best
foundation to work from. I mentioned this to him
once and he said “It is all you need!” His books, With
Winning In Mind, the CD to go with it, and Freedom
Flight, again both in book and CD form, contain a
wealth of practices and ideas. it translates very easily
from rifle shooting to archery. Troy Bassham, Lanny’s
Continued on the Next Page
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on and also a champion rifle shooter, also contributes
specifically to archery with Mastering the Mental
Game of Archery. The CD’s particularly lend themselves to be listening to in the car, whilst going to and
from work, or on short trips, as a break between sessions, allowing you to reflect on the content. Why I
particularly like Lanny, is that his Mental
Management System was formulated by him to win a
gold medal at the Olympics, he then went on to dominate rifle shooting. He subsequently turned it into a
commercial entity at the suggestion of Helen, his
wife, and there is a good lesson to be learnt in that
story. His system, unlike many other sources, was not
put together for financial reward. Although there is
all you need in his system, additional information
from books, video’s, seminars, will give you additional
viewpoints on the subject.
Using the techniques and routines of Mental
Management will make you and your archers more
effective in everything you do. It gives you opportunities to enthuse your archers into embracing mental
training. Successful people always seem to be successful in all they do, this is because they use the same
attitudes and mental regimen in everything they do.
In encouraging your archers to enthusiastically adopt
all the aspects of mental management, both in archery

and every day life can only make them more successful. As coach you have the opportunity of enriching
all that they do.
Neurolinguistic Programming – NLP
NLP Is high on the list for additional reading, it gives
a real insight into how the right words program the
mind. You need to use it all the time.

These are most of the books that have helped me with mental training and attitude.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
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“In encouraging your archers to
enthusiastically adopt all the
aspects of mental management,
both in archery and every day
life can only make them more
successful.”

A Simple demonstration
of Mind Patterns (The
Third Arrow Goes “Off”)
Especially while shooting
indoors many archers have
an issue with the third
arrow of an end “going
off ’.” Generally this starts
when they were not strong
enough. When they started, the first two arrows went
okay then, with a loss of muscle power due to fatigue,
the third arrow did not go as well. Over time the
strength of the archer got to a level that they were
strong enough but, they still “knew” that the third
arrow “always goes off.” The first two are shot well
because they always go well, then the archer starts to
fret about the third, believing that it will not go well,
so it doesn’t. The way out of this is simple, get the
archer to shoot the first two, they always go well! Get
them to put the third arrow in the bow, draw up, then
come down. That’s the third arrow. Get them to take
the arrow out of the bow, change it for another one,
then put the fourth arrow in the bow, the fourth arrow
always goes well (a pep talk is required about how “the
fourth arrow always goes well”) then get them to
shoot the fourth arrow, it will go well. After a few
weeks of this training, they will be able to just shoot
three arrows in a row: #1, #2 and #4! Further to reducing this type of mental aberration is to get them to

shoot various number numbers of arrows: 5, 7, 10 per
end in practice. Every arrow
should be shot like it is the
only arrow they have, get
them to mentally rehearse
the perfect execution of the
shot, then shoot the arrow,
finish the shot! The surprise, surprise, there is another last arrow to shoot,
and so on. If archers only shoot in 3’s or 6’s there is a
tendency to ‘number’ the arrows and consequently
have a different mental attitude to the number in the
sequence and shoot them differently.

“I Can’t Putt”
A number of years ago one of my workmates was
going for a round of golf later that day. Chatting over
coffee, I asked how good he was, I do not remember
his handicap, but it was pretty good. He then went on
to inform me that although he was good at teeing off
and the long shots, he could not putt. Then went on
to explain how poor he was at putting! I pointed out,
that with his handicap, his putting was okay but could
be better. Listening to him I could tell that when he
got on the green, which he could do easily, he sort of
gave up and just tapped the ball. I suggested that, he
took as much time on the green addressing the ball
Continued on the Next Page

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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and taking his time with the shot as he did on the
long shots, it would help his game. It took a long chat
to make him think about how he thought, and he said
he would make a proper effort in the round. The next
day when he came in, informed me he had improved
his game on the green and was very happy with the
improvement. He realised
that he had been talking
himself out of the shots on
the green.
Listening to anyone
talking about what they do,
invariably they will tell you
why they cannot do something. When listening to
your archers talking pay
attention to what they are
saying and it can open up
an area that you can help
them mentally manage.

admitted that they felt depressed and were struggling.
What they realised was that your mood/attitude
showed on your face, and if your facial expression was
negative it depressed your mood. Positive expressions
and actions will maintain a positive attitude.
Manage Your Arousal Level This in part leads to
the concept of arousal levels. An arousal level is the
level of physical arousal that
each archer shoots their
best at. When I first started
on British squads I was told
that I should be relaxed on
the line, I was very good at
relaxing, so much so that I
was too relaxed. I realised
that for me that I needed to
be just above the level of
relaxed to shoot well. Many
archers shoot well at this sort of arousal level, but
some need to be at a much higher level of arousal. So
it is up to you and the archer to work out what that
level should be. Once you have learnt good relaxing
techniques, it is quite easy to lower your arousal levels
if they are a little high, in just one breath exhaled. But
if you need to raise your arousal level, a couple of
sharp breaths will do the trick, but which to another
archer may sound like a confidence issue and give
them an advantage. A cough or two does the same
trick of raising your arousal level, but it is just a cough
and does not give the opponent any clue to how you
are doing.
Work Towards What You Want Always make sure
that the archers are aware of the areas that need
improvement. Although they may not be able to
incorporate the improvement immediately, they will
be able to get there in due course. You and the archers
must be working on what to do, what they want, how
to improve. What you can do. Always the positive
side of the direction you want to go.

“For archers still training to get
to 600, a number of things can
happen to block further
progress. One of the things
rarely mentioned is attitude,
such as many archers thinking
that the road to success comes
through technique. (SR)”

Key Areas
No One Should Know How You Are Doing One of the
areas to work on with your archers is their persona on
the line. When they are shooting well, this is the person you and everybody else should see whenever they
shoot. They need to learn to act this way all of the
time. How many times do you see your archers shaking their heads and showing negative emotions when
it is not going well. Both in practice and competition
they should always look like they are doing well. If a
competitor thinks that another archer is having a difficult time, it will improve their game, it lets them
relax a little if they think their competition is struggling, even if they are not.
Your archers should always look confident going
on and off the line . . . all the time. When watching
archery competitions – head to heads – or any sports,
especially the individual ones, watch the players, look
at their body language, their attitude and mannerisms, try and work out who will win the match or
points from body language alone. Play this game with
your students, let them see how much it shows.
Malcolm Gladwell in his book Blink talks about two
scientists working on what muscle groups are used to
make all the different facial expressions: surprised by
someone you know, surprised by someone you don’t
know, mouth smile, face smile, curiosity etc.
Everything was fine when they were working on positive or neutral expressions. When they switched to
the negative expressions within two weeks both
Archery Focus

Summary
Information on the mental game is out there in whatever format you want. As coach you need to be the
source of mental management information for your
archers, if you do not believe and use all the tools in
all that you do and say, your archers will not believe
either. As Jay states in his presentation “70% of
archery is mental, therefore 70% of your training
should be mental!”
Continued on the Next Page
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Steve Continues . . .
As I will mention in the next segment (Getting to
650, starting next issue) getting motivated is no
longer an issue. Once you reach a certain point,
not practicing is not something entertained. Some
really competitive archers, rather, have to learn to
take breaks from training, but that is for the next
segment.
For archers still training to get to 600, a number of things can happen to block further progress.
One of the things rarely mentioned is attitude.
And I am not referring to an attitude of a youth
archer clashing with someone who is old like me. I
am referring to more mundane things, such as
many archers thinking that the road to success
comes through technique. If they just find the
right technique, they will be in the winner’s circle.
If I may quote John Holden (from Archery in
Earnest by Roy Matthews with John Holden):
“The most difficult point for lower-level archers to
accept is that top shooters place more emphasis on control than technique. Of course, they still spend a great
deal of time perfecting the arms-and-fingers side of
archery, but the glaring difference between the 1200plus FITA brigade and the rest is that they have
learned to control whatever technique they have. In
many respects, the finest archers cannot shoot a gold
any better than you or I can. What helps them win
medals and shoot for the national team is they shoot
more good arrows than we do. As Roy has already outlined, high scores are for the most part not so much the
result of shooting more accurate shots as of making
fewer mistakes. How do you make fewer mistakes? By
increasing your degree of control.”
And please don’t you think this is the latest
word on the topic, the book was published 33 years
ago. As I say, often, there are no secrets in archery.
Archers who insist on pursuing “magic technique” are going to be defeated by their own attitude, one based upon a misconception. John
Holden is just pointing out what all of the elites
already know is that it is skill, not technique, that
will get you where you want to go. Archers seeking
these levels of performance need to be focussed on
acquiring the necessary skill. Just so there is no
misunderstanding, my favorite definition of skill in
this context is:
Skill is the ability to produce a desired outcome.
So archery technique is about shooting quality
shots. Archery skill is about shooting quality
scores. If you just look somewhat critically at the
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examples of champion archers, you will see they
have something in common. No two of them use
the exact same technique and many of them have
noticeable technical flaws. Some of them have
quite idiosyncratic technique, technique a coach
would never recommend to a student to emulate.
So, how do they win? The win because they have
developed their skill, their ability to use the technique they have to effect the outcome they desire.
A major aspect of developing this skill is having a strong mental game, which includes controlling one’s thoughts and emotions while shooting.
Most of you have addressed with your students
issues like self-talk and affirmations, which
address one’s thoughts about shooting, but have
your students addressed their own emotions associated with shooting; controlling your emotions is
a critical aspect of performing at a high level.
Unfortunately anytime I broach this topic, people
think I am advocating that we shoot in a robotic
fashion. I am not, repeat not, recommending
shooting without emotion, as that does not work. I
am recommending that my charges shoot while in
control of their motions. Here is an example.
An archer wanting to shoot a very good score
prepares diligently, but his first arrow scores only
an 8. Typical rounds this archer shoots contain a
number of eights, but this archer wanted to start
with a 9 or 10. Because of this “poor start” (not
really), the archer feels disappointment. Because
he feels disappointment, his subconscious mind
tries to “correct” the “problem” and improvises on
the archer’s standard shot sequence. This results in
more poor shots, more poor scoring arrows, more
disappointment, more subconscious tweaking, and
a “bad day” of scoring. By way of contrast, an
archer in control of his emotions, shoots that first
arrow as an 8, recognizes that as a “normal” shot,
and enters into his shot routine with no changes in
mind, just the desire (an emotion) to shoot another good shot.
Helping archers out of this conundrum
involves having them log their shots as to the
number of 10’s, 9’s, and 8’s (or whatever) in his/her
good scoring rounds so they always know what is a
normal good shot, and what is less than a good
shot. Preparing them involves pointing out that
those 8’s pop up in various places: near the beginning of the round, near the end and in the middle.
Preparing them with what to do when they do
shoot an authentic bad shot is also very helpful.
Archery Focus

Knowing the difference between the two kinds
(the actual difference, not between “that shot and
the desired outcome”) and what to do when a poor
shot is made leads them to be in more control of
their emotions.
I have a student who thinks the mental
game in archery is hogwash and doesn’t want to
explore it. I haven’t given up trying to convince him
of the contrary, but it is what it is. But I now realize that the mental control I am recommending
might not be the mental control he is thinking of.
The mental “control” necessary for success in
archery is built on self-knowledge, knowing who
you are and how you behave. If you have certain
foibles and pretend their source is from outside of
you, well, lots of luck shooting high scores.
Similarly if there are outside forces affecting your
shots and you think they are your fault, again, lots
of luck shooting high scores. When you shoot lowleft and there is nothing wrong with your equipment, what is pertinent is not why most people
shoot low-left shots, but why you do. As ex-U.S.
President Ronald Reagan was fond of saying “Well,
there you go again.” He was speaking of others, but
we need to say this to ourselves . . . gently.

The mental game of archery is built upon selfknowledge and pragmatism. The only way to find
out what works for any particular archer is to have
them try things and see which work. To do that,
they need to buy into what they are doing, as with
everything else. If there is no buy-in, do not expect
good results. I believe it is a coach’s job to sell that
buy-in and sell it hard if need be.
Any archer who isn’t working and working
hard on their mental game is not going to be
barred from the goal of elite scores, but they are
making it harder than it needs be, which makes it
easier for them to stall out and give up.
Next Time: Getting to 650

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Local Tournaments /
Organized Chaos
by Nick Kershaw
I have been an archer for a number of years now, arrows in the U.S. Ed.) went off as planned with no
a coach for over five years. During this time, I am not apparent problems. I did notice that a few archers
really sure why, but I didn’t enter every competition I seemed to be walking in front of me to get to their
could have. Sometimes I accompanied one of my marks but I thought nothing of it at this point.
Just before the first arrows of the scored round are
archers to his/her first competition, which may be an
excuse. I like to watch other archers shooting and prac- shot I like to just take a minute to get my bearings and
look up and down the equipment area. I also check that
tice my observation skills on them at competitions.
I recently attended two competitions at different my bow case is tidy and nothing that I don’t need is left
clubs and observed a few things that I feel could have laying around.
And this is were I thought things got interesting.
been avoided. These are my observations and my
The judge in charge signalled the start of shooting
thoughts about both those days. All of the incidents
and being Archer A on my target I made my way to the
described did happen on the days in question.
I should mention that I always print out the target line, although I had to wait to allow at least three peolist to take with me so I know where I’m or my students ple to walk across my path diagonally from their kit to
are going to be. I have photographs of the venue and I their spot on the shooting line. So this first end, the
know the route from the car park to the sports hall or whistle signals start shooting and I’m still dodging my
way forward. It was then that I noticed all these archers
shooting field.
had got there nice and early
So Assembly was early
and had set up their gear in
Sunday morning and all
the centre as a club. Not
the target faces are in a
just one club but at least
perfect line, in pristine
two clubs did this. I, on the
condition, and all looking
other hand had about five
very smart and professionor six paces to my mark. All
al. The judges went
of these other archers had
through the competition
to get across the hall to
brief, whistle commands,
theirs, plus all the tangling
timing scoring, etc. Then
of bows, arrows protruding
there were equipment
from quivers, and a few
checks. (I have a silver
people actually bumping in
marking pen in my kit to
to one another.
mark my arrows.) Nothing
Would it not have
out of the ordinary was
been much easier to set
said but it is always good to
hear the instructions as
their bow on their stand
part of my competition
directly behind their shootpreparations.
ing mark? All that crossing
All coaches want their student-archers to have good experiences at
The sighters (Practice
peoples paths has to be a
competitions.
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distraction to them, it has to pull their thoughts away
from the next three arrows, no? On the way back I wasn’t thinking about the next end but how I could avoid
the crowd.
As is the custom over this side of the water, A and
B archers shoot together then C and D shoot together,
with the next end the order being reversed. So I had
time to watch the next detail. I observed an archer shoot
and something fall off their bow. Equipment failures are
not all that common these days but they do happen …
part of the sight had fallen off. Instead of summoning a
judge, they tried to repair it on the shooting line.
This incident seemed to set the standard for the
day. Another archer had a serving unwrap on them, they
didn’t have a way of repairing it quickly, no spare string
and so it was quickly wrapped around as best as could
be done and taped in place.
Then the following incidents occurred: an archer
forgot to draw his arrows from the target, one archer
who had stripped all the vanes from his arrows in the
hope that new vanes would arrive in time from the supplier, when they didn’t shot his now bare shafts any way.
(Shooting arrows that a bow isn’t fully set up to shoot
can be frustrating at best.)
One group of archers had arranged to travel to the
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site by collectively hiring a minibus but, as they were all
shooting on the third session, no one went to go to collect as agreed by 10 AM. The minibus was therefore let
out to some one else, so they had to rush around to get
to the range, delaying the last session by 30 minutes as
the organizers tried to accommodate them.
I do firmly believe that a lot of these incidents could
have been avoided with more training, more thought,
and more coaching, more preparation. Yes I do.
I always carry at least one arrow more than I need,
so if I’m shooting three arrows I will have four in my
quiver. This is if a bouncer occurs or an arrow is damaged I have a spare to hand and don’t need to rush back
to my kit for another.
I coach my archers on how to set up from the
moment they walk in to the building or onto the field.
I teach them to have two strings, shooting them in
alternation, thus supplying the means to apply a quick
fix to a serving. I teach them that when you assemble
your bow you check every screw. I run practice competitions, how to score a full round what they may need
during the day.
I will still be accompanying my archers to their first
competitions because the organized chaos often
encountered can create roadblocks to a good experience.
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:
Helping Them Create
Expectations
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER
Every newish archer who catches the competition bug wants to win and a question you might get
thrown at you is “Coach, am I good enough to win?”
This question creates a number of very teachable
moments. Let’s look at this.
Evaluating Chances of Winning
This is not an exact science but there are ways to get
at least a rough idea of what it will take to win. The
process is simple: you need to know what your archer
is capable of shooting in the round used to determine
the winner, and you need to know what score will be
needed to win.
To get an estimate of what a target tournament
winning score might be a little research is involved.
Many state archery associations put their results up
online, as do many stand alone tournaments, so if your
student has Internet access, have them look there for
the winning scores for their competitive category for
the past three years. How
you guide them through
this process depends on a lot
of things: whether you are
dealing with an adult or a
child, whether they have
Internet access, how computer savvy they are, etc. (If
they do not have Internet access and they have a public library nearby, they might, or if you do you can do
it with them.) The first rule of coaching is “know your
students” so I will assume you know yours.
Once they have the past three years of winning
scores, if those scores are very similar a simple average
will do as a “target score,” the score that will most like-

ly win. If the three scores show steady jumps upward
(last year’s score is 20 points above the previous year’s
and that score was 20 points above the year before,
maybe the most recent score can be used or ask your
student “If these were the last three winning scores,
what do you think the winning score for this year
might be?” They may be able to extrapolate a score like
“20 points higher again.”
In any case, once you have a target score, the next
question you must ask your student is “Can you shoot
that score?”
As an answer they may boastfully answer “Yeah,
sure, I can shoot that.” If you think that is a boast
rather than a fact, ask them “Have you ever shot that
score?” Ask them to back up their claim with evidence.
This is when records come up. If they are working
just from memory, they are on shaky ground. If they
look in their bow case and come up with a jumble of
scorecards, it is better but still not very well organized.
You can make the argument
at this point (probably not
for the first time) that they
have to keep records of their
scores, both in practice and
competition, to really know
where they stand and a notebook of some sort is really a must. Teaching moments are teaching moments
because the need of something isn’t hypothetical at
that time, the actual use of such things is apparent.
Memory alone is inadequate in that it is too easy to
mis-remember a score on, say, a 360 Round as if it
were a 300 Round, as just one example. And, really, we

“This is the crux of the matter.
On the way to ‘best’ there need
to be a great many ‘betters.’”
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Continued on the Next Page
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want to know how the student’s scores are
trending. Are his/her scores going up, going
down, or fairly stable? This is not only useful
in this case, but in seeing whether a student is
making progress in general.
Once you have a target score and some indication
of their scores, you can assess their chances. As an
example, say the target score is 265 and their average
score for that round is 265. Ask them “What do you
think your chances of winning are?” Most youths will
say “Real good!” We suggest you point out that an
average of 265 for them means they score above 265
half of the time and below 265 half of the time, so a
realistic estimate of their chances is about 50%. Most
students seem a little deflated by assessments like this,
but you are doing them a real service by walking
through a process like this. The desire or hope to win
is very strong. By connecting it to behaviors or markers of success, you can provide motivation for your students when they are shooting practice rounds, for
trying to simulate competitions, for scoring their
absolute best even when they have very little chance of
winning.
You also have the opportunity to make the point
to them that thinking about winning while they are
shooting not only doesn’t help them win, it actually
makes them shoot poorer! While they are competing,

their end goal should not be something they think
about. They need to be focussed in on their shooting
process, trying to execute that process to the best of
their ability.
So, If The Goal Is Not “To Win” What Should It Be?
Ah, this is the crux of the matter. On the way to “best”
there need to be a great many “betters.” This is where
we like to introduce or reinforce the idea of Personal
Best Scores (personal bests or PBs for short). Ask your
student how they would feel if they went to a championship tournament and shot a higher score than they
ever had before . . . but didn’t win. It is nice to win, but
a PB is sweet. They just set a new record score . . . for
themself!
Basically, if they can’t beat their “old self,” the “new
self ” isn’t getting any better and if they are not getting
better, winning is just not something to be thinking
about.
Encourage them to shoot the best they can and
see what happens. If they win, cool! If they shoot a PB
. . . very cool! If you shoot a PB and win . . . very, very
cool, indeed! But to shoot the scores they want, they
have to be focussed on what is happening every
moment they are shooting. Winning or losing or PBs
are in the future when they are shooting and any consideration of them, will make them shoot worse and

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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When your editor became serious about competition he began tracking his scores. The ones in the table above are NFAA Field, Hunter, and
Animal scores. To track each round a graph can be made with the horizontal axis being “date,” that is time, and the vertical axis being “score.”
Mixing scores of different rounds would be confusing. What we want to see is a “trend” upward on the graph, meaning over time scores are
getting better. This kind of progress, however, is never smooth, so be warned: scores will go up and down. Signs that an archer is becoming
better is not only are their scorres getting higher, but their scores are more consistent (less differentzz) week in and week out.

make all of those really cool outcomes less likely. This
cannot be emphasized enough.
Do They Want More?
If they want to go the next step, try having them keep
good records of their practice and competition scores
and track them (we use graphs). For one, they can find
out whether their practice round scores and competition round scores differ or are the same. If their competition scores are always lower than their practice
scores, the practice score average needs to adjusted

down when considering their chances at winning.
Another reason is if their scores are going steadily
upward (aka they are making progress) they can see
whether they have enough time to raise their scores up
to a winning level before a tournament. If their practice scores have been going up about three points per
week and they have ten weeks to go before the big
competition, then they might be able to count on having a score 30 points higher than they have right now!
Of course these are just estimates, but they do give
them at least a rough idea of where they stand.

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

and Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious: Am I
Good Enough to Win?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Any young archer bitten by the competition
bug who claims they really do not want to win a
competition should probably be checked for a pulse.
Everyone we have ever worked with in this category
has wanted to win all of their competitions, let alone
just one. The question here, though is: am I good
enough to win?
This is not an easy question to answer but there
is a way for you to figure it out. To win a target
archery competition, you have to shoot the best
score, so that is the first question you need to
answer: what is the score that will win the competition you have in mind? This is a good research topic
for young archers (or even adults). Have them look
up the results from the tournament for the last three

years and within those results, the winning score in
their shooting division (Cadet Boys, Young Adult
Girls, etc.).
Then look at those scores. Did they rapidly
increase from year to year or are they about the
same. If they are about the same, average them and
that is the score that becomes your scoring target. If
they are increasing a great deal from year to year, this
may mean a resurgence in people shooting that category (or a new family moved into the area or, or ...).
You can either try to project what the winning score
might be for the next tournament or you can just
take the most recent (and highest) score as your target score.
This is an estimate of the score it will take to
contest for a win, so the question is “Can
you shoot that score in practice?” or “Have
you shot that score in competition? If you
have then you may have a chance of winning that tournament. A better assessment is whether your average score on
that round equal to or better than your
target score. For example, during indoor
season you racked up five competitive
scores on a 300 Round. They are: 234,
238, 229, 264, and 235. Let’s say your target score for winning the coming indoor
championship is 260. So, what do you
think your chances are? Most people look
at that 264 and respond “Yes, I can do it!”
But your average score is 240. Even this is
Continued on the Next Page
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misleading. Most people think, well if my
average is 240, half of the time I will score
over and half of the time I will score under
that number. In this case, that thinking doesn’t
hold up. Only one of your scores is over than number and four are below.
If the championship were next week, I would say
your chances of winning are very low.
If on the other hand, you had five fairly close
scores averaging 260, then you have a good chance
of winning, say 50%. This is because half the time
you score below 260 and half the time above. If 260
is a good estimate of what the winning score will be,
that’s the reality of it. Of course, if some really good
shooter from out of nowhere shows up, well, who
knows what the winning score might be?
If you want to have a really good chance to win,
you need an average considerably above your target
score. Say, if your average were 275 and the target
score was 260, you would have a much higher chance
of winning.
But, But, But ...
Some archers respond to “your chances of winning
are very low” with dejection. Why should you even
go if you have little to no chance of winning? This is

a silly attitude. (Sorry to burst your bubble if you
think this way.) If all people thought this way only
ten people would show up for any tournament: five
people who have definite chances of winning and
five people who don’t but have deluded themselves
into thinking they do.
Thinking about winning while you are shooting
not only doesn’t help you win, it actually makes you
shoot more poorly! So, while you are competing,
your end goal should not be something you think
about. You need to be focussed in on your shooting
process, trying to execute that process to the best of
your ability.
So, If Your Goal Is Not “To Win” What Should It Be?
Ah, this is the crux of the matter. On the way to
“best” there need to be a great many “betters.” This
is where we like the idea of Personal Best Scores
(PBs for short). How do you think you would feel if
you went to the championship tournament and shot
a higher score than you ever had before . . . but didn’t win. It is nice to win, but a PB is sweet. You just
set a new record score . . . for yourself!
Basically, if you can’t beat the “old you,” the “new
you” isn’t getting any better and if you are not getting better, winning is just not something to be

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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thinking about.
Shoot the best you can
and see what happens. If
you win, cool! If you shoot
a PB . . very cool! If you
shoot a PB and win . . .
very, very cool! But to
shoot the scores you want, you have to be focussed
on what is happening right now. Winning or losing
or PBs are in the future when you are shooting and
any consideration of them, will make you shoot
worse and make all of those really cool outcomes
less likely.

ning level before
a tournament. If
your
practice
scores have been
going up about three
points per week and you
have ten weeks to go before
the big competition, then you might be able to count
on having a score 30 points higher than you have
right now!
Of course these are just estimates, but they do
give you at least a rough idea of where you stand.

“Thinking about winning while
you are shooting not only
doesn’t help you win, it actually
makes you shoot more poorly!”

Want More?
If you want to go the next step, try keeping good
records of your practice and competition scores and
track them. For one, you can find out whether your
practice round scores and competition round scores
differ or are the same. If your competition scores are
always lower than your practice scores, the practice
score average needs to adjusted down I when considering your chances at winning.
For another if your scores are going steadily
upward (making progress) you can see whether you
have enough time to raise your scores up to a win-
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Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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